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PROJECT OVERVIEW:

This pilot project seeks to estimate the amount of time and costs implied in training a

statistical machine translation engine designed to translate ocean-related conservation

reports. In order to arrive at these estimates, our pilot project will contain the following broad

steps: identification and preparation of data sets, rounds of testing with adjusted data as

needed, and the analysis of efficiency, cost, and quality metrics, to be compared at multiple

points during the process. At the end of this month-long pilot, we will deliver an updated

estimate of time and costs needed to complete the training of the described machine

translation engine, as well as recommendations regarding that future training.

METRICS:
Progress will  be measured and tracked through the following metrics:  

 

-Efficiency: The goal is to have human post-editing of machine translated content

(PEMT) be 35% faster than human translation of that content.  This will  be tracked

using t ime comparisons between estimated t ime for human translation and the

average of the t ime it  takes three human translators to post-edit to acceptable

quality (see metrics below).  Comparisons will  also be made between post-edit ing

time required near the beginning and the end of the training window. 

 

-Cost: The goal is to have PEMT of content be 35% cheaper than human

translation of that content.  This will  also be monitored using the same time data

collection described above, multipl ied by our rate of $40/hr and compared to

estimated human translation t ime and tracked from the beginning to the end of the

project.  
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DATA: 
-Training Data:  Annual reports and research reports from general conservation

organizations and UN environmental programs

 

-Tuning Data:  Ocean-specif ic reports from ocean conservation organizations (such

as the Monterey Bay Aquarium) and the UN

 

-Testing Data:  Report from the UN detail ing progress towards SDG 14, which deals

with conserving and sustainably using the oceans, seas, and marine resources

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

-Quality: The goal is to have the translations produced by the MT engine achieve an

acceptable score based on the quality metrics detailed below. After two rounds of training,

and again after the final round of training, human translators will post-edit, reviewing the

document in accordance with the following error types and severities to ensure that it passes

the threshold of acceptability:  

Quality metrics
have been

adapted from
error types on the
MQM Scorecard,
with weights and

severities
assigned by us.

If a text reaches
10 points per 500
words, it will not

pass as
acceptable.



PROCESS:

Preparation Phase

Determine scope and audience of the MT engine to be developed
Gather the appropriate domain-specific data: any parallel texts, monolingual texts,
or glossaries needed
Convert PDFs to Word and align in SDL Trados to create TMX files
Analyze and finalize data to ensure preliminary relevance and usefulness

Production Phase
Upload parallel texts to engine
Conduct training cycles with Microsoft Custom Translator, carrying out as many
rounds as needed (estimated between 10 and 15)  
Evaluate BLEU score produced by Custom Translator after each training cycle
and adjust data accordingly (i.e. adding better human translations, adding more
training data, adding more terminology-specific training data, eliminating poor
quality training data, creating and adding a dictionary for specific terms, etc.)

Analysis + Finalization Phase
At two points during project, perform a timed post edit using three human
translators and average the times
At each of these points, run a comparison analysis on cost, quality, and efficiency:
PEMT vs human translator
Use quality assurance metric specified above to ensure that translation reaches
threshold of acceptability
Create new project proposal with updated estimates, recommendations, and
reflections



 

DELIVERABLES:

Updated proposal for MT engine training project,  including recommendations for

future training of engine and updated eff iciency, cost,  and quality estimates

Information about data sets used for training, tuning, and testing

Bleu scores attained for each training cycle

Log of changes made to data after each training cycle

Glossary for specif ic domain, i f  created during training

Cost-benefit  analysis

At the end of the pilot project,  the cl ient will  receive the following deliverables:  

 

 

 

 

TIMELINE: 
 

ESTIMATED
COSTS: 

 


